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Abstract: On-chip nanophotonic devices are a class of
devices capable of controlling light on a chip to realize
performance advantages over ordinary building blocks of
integrated photonics. These ultra-fast and low-power
nanoscale optoelectronic devices are aimed at high-
performance computing, chemical, and biological
sensing technologies, energy-efficient lighting, environ-
mental monitoring and more. They are increasingly
becoming an attractive building block in a variety of
systems, which is attributed to their unique features of
large evanescent field, compactness, and most impor-
tantly their ability to be configured according to the
required application. This review summarizes recent ad-
vances of integrated nanophotonic devices and their
demonstrated applications, including but not limited to,
mid-infrared and overtone spectroscopy, all-optical pro-
cessing on a chip, logic gates on a chip, and cryptography
on a chip. The reviewed devices open up a new chapter in
on-chip nanophotonics and enable the application of
optical waveguides in a variety of optical systems, thus
are aimed at accelerating the transition of nanophotonics
from academia to the industry.

Keywords: deep-learning; overtone spectroscopy; parity-
time; plasmonics; waveguide.

1 Introduction

The 21st century is the era of photonics and quantum optics
after the 20th century which was considered as the era of
electronics. The miniaturization of optoelectronic compo-
nents is driven by the demand for ergonomic and fast in-
formation processing, sensing and others in a multiplicity

of applications from cyber security, banking, healthcare,
communications, defense, and non-destructive detection.
The scale of miniaturization, low cost, and robustness of
microfabrication approaches which have enabled the
ubiquitous presence of the mobile phone and laptop are
expected to lead to similarly widespread deployment of
quantum and all-optical computers on a chip.

On-chip photonics or Integrated photonics is the branch
of photonics in which planar dielectric waveguides are
fabricated on a chip such as those summarized in Ref. [1].
On-chip nanophotonics is the emerging and rapidly
growing branch of On-chip photonics in which the wave-
guides are either of nanoscale dimensions such as sum-
marized in Ref. [2] or hybrid waveguides (composite
waveguides) which are classical waveguides with nano-
scale overlayers of slab film [3], nanoantennas [4, 5] or
metamaterial overlayers [6–9]. In addition, On-chip nano-
photonics allows for the design, fabrication, and integra-
tion of several nanophotonic components on a common
substrate utilizing guided-wave optics principles. Setting
up the on-chip nanophotonic technologies involves
confluence of several disciplines dealing with light such as
guided-wave optics, nanophotonics, plasmonics, silicon
photonics, and waveguide technology.

Traditionally, optical waveguides, the basic element of
photonic integrated circuitry (PIC), weremainlymade from
transparent glasses, reflective metals, and various optical
thin films [10]. These bulk materials selectively refract and
reflect light according to Snell’s law, Fermat’s principle,
Fresnel’s equations and Fresnel–Kirchhoff’s diffraction
formula [11]. The ever-growing interest in upgrading the
performance of classical optical waveguides and over-
coming the fundamental difficulties had to face several
major challenges including surmounting the diffraction
limit and other restrictions set by classical theories, and
reducing the complexity and cost of photonic integrated
circuits.

In the last decades, the manufacturing scale of optical
waveguides was expanded into dimensions smaller than
the wavelength and allowed exploiting the light scattered
by subwavelength structures, in which the light propaga-
tion can be tuned almost arbitrarily [12, 13]. In addition,
full-vectorial electromagnetic computational algorithms
have facilitated the rigorous designs of complex structures
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with multiscale characteristic dimensions [14]. Figure 1
shows the bar chart of publication records in field of on-chip
nanophotonics (fromWebof Sciencewith key-words on-chip
nanophotonics, waveguides) showing fast evolution growth
of the field over the years beginning from 2000 until 2019.

At the nanoscale, subwavelength light–matter inter-
action is blended with classic and quantum effects in
various functionalmaterialsused inon-chipphotonics such
as noble metals [15, 16], semiconductors [17], phase-change
materials [18, 19], and 2D materials [20, 21]. These so-called
metamaterials [22] provide unprecedented opportunities to
upgrade the performance of classic optical devices. Meta-
materials are artificial materials with subwavelength fea-
tures. When used as a waveguide overlayer, they act as
miniature anisotropic light scatterers.As a result, thephase,
amplitude, and polarization of light can be engineered to
provide the needed optical response on a chip.

Incorporation of metamaterials into on-chip photonic
devices can tune the performance of a waveguide, such as
reducing waveguide facet reflection losses with anti-
reflective structures [23, 24], engineering the waveguide
effective index to convert the propagating modes [25], and
‘hiding carpet’ cloaking an object on a chip [6]. Here, we
overview the phenomena associated with the propagation
and manipulation of light in dielectric waveguides, wave-
guides with plasmonic overlayer or metamaterials on
waveguides.

In this paper, we present an updated review of the
current developments in on-chip nanophotonics, identi-
fying optical devices for emerging applications that need
further optimization and suggesting opportunities where
on-chip nanophotonic architectures can be uniquely
valuable. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 fo-
cuses on building blocks required for the design of on-chip
nanophotonic devices, their architectures and spatial field
distributions. The reviewed building blocks are discussed
in Section 2.1 passive components and in Section 2.2 active
components. Section 3 gives some suggestions for on-chip
nanophotonics emerging applications such as the overtone

spectroscopy on a chip in Section 3.1. In addition, we
present the fundamental concepts and methods that were
studied and used to explore subwavelength structuring in
multi-layer systems on a chip and optical waveguides. We
review the principles of field concentration and enhance-
ment in plasmonic structures. We elaborate on the theory
of wave propagation in different periodic media and pre-
sent some of its applications in multi-layer structures and
waveguides. Finally, we discuss the principles of sub
wavelength structure materials and how they can be used
to control electromagnetic fields on a chip. Section 4
focuses on major advances in on-chip quantum
nanophotonics. Section 5 focuses on manipulation of
light-on-a-chip with metasurface overlayers or nano-
particles. We explain the excitation of hybrid modes in
dielectric and plasmonic overlayers on waveguides, and
demonstrate how the evanescent field of such a device can
be manipulated to create a novel functionality of a wave-
guide. We present the design and implementation of
metasurfaces capable of converting the eigenmodes
supported by a silicon waveguide from one to another, and
metasurfaces which reduce waveguide coupling losses.
Research activities where materials of subwavelength
dimensions are utilized for the development of novel chip-
scale devices are overviewed. In addition, the practical
considerations for a novel surface plasmon resonance (SPR
sensors) on a chip are presented. In Section 6, we
summarize the current status of on-chip nanophotonic
platform developments, highlight the remaining chal-
lenges and the unique opportunities that can be pursued
using chip-scale platform, such as on-chip trapping
schemes (in Section 6.1) and on-chip energy-conserving
logical elements in Section 6.2.

2 On-chip photonics

The basic structure of on-chip photonics is the optical
passive waveguide – a transparent dielectric structure

Figure 1: Evolution of on-chip nanophotonic
devices over the years 2000–2019: (a) Bar
chart of publication records in field of on-
chip photonics and waveguides (from the
Web of Science), (b) Bar chart of publica-
tion records in field of on-chip nano-
photonics (from the Web of Science).
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capable of confining and transporting energy, composed of
a small cross-section – as illustrated in Figure 2a. The op-
tical fiber is a waveguide of cylindrical geometry; the
waveguides used in on-chip photonics are planar,
composed of at least three layers: the substrate, the guiding
layer (or core), and a cladding (air or others). The light is
guided in the waveguide core due to the effect of total
internal reflection (TIR) [11]. To learn on the wave propa-
gation in each waveguide configuration, we refer the
reader to the textbooks which elaborate on the theory of
guided-wave optics such as Snyder and Love [26], Hun-
sperger [27], and Chrostowski and Hochberg [28].

2.1 Passive components

Common configurations of passive waveguides include [1]
slab, strip loaded, ridge, rib, buried, and diffused, as

schematically shown in Figure 2a. Each configuration has
unique properties and can be utilized for different appli-
cations. Ridge waveguides are an excellent choice for
sensing due to the good overlap with the superstrate.
Buried waveguides are a good choice for optical signal
transmission, similar to optical fibers, buried waveguide is
covered by cladding. Light in a waveguide propagates as a
discrete electromagnetic wave which is a solution of the
wave equation for particular boundary conditions of the
waveguide and materials. Discrete field distributions,
named the waveguide modes [26]. Depending on the size
and refractive index of the waveguide, it can support a
single or several guidedmodes. Figure 2b shows numerical
results of fundamental modes calculated for common
passive waveguide architectures. Rib waveguide would be
of larger dimensions to support the single-mode operation
as compared to the ridgewaveguide for which the coupling
is easier. In addition, the mode has lower interaction with

Figure 2: Key passive components in on-chip nanophotonics. (a) Rendered images of laterally confined common passive waveguide archi-
tectures (reproduced from [1]). (b) Quasi-TE polarization colormaps of |Ex(x, y)|, normalized to the maximum amplitude in monomode wave-
guides (reproduced from [1]): slab, buried, rib, diffused, ridge, strip-loaded, slot waveguide, and an optical fiber (reproduced from [1]). (c)
Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of the fabricated photonic crystal waveguide (PhCW) splitter (reproduced from [29]). (d) The
splitter schematic main parameters (reproduced from [30]). (e) Evolution field propagation along the directional coupler (reproduced from
[28]). (f) Schematic configuration of the proposed polarization beam splitter (PBS) with the cross-section shown in the inset (reproduced from
[31]). (g) All-pass and Add-drop ring resonators (reproduced from [32]). (h) Image of sidewall Bragg gratingwaveguide (BGW) (reproduced from
[33]). (i) Out-of-plane coupling from fiber to waveguide using a grating coupler and SEM image of a grating coupler in a waveguide (reproduced
from [34]). (j) SEM images of the focusing sub-wavelength grating coupler: a top and a sidewall views (reproduced from [35]). (k) Schematics of
an on-chip Bilayer Inverse Taper (BIT) edge coupler and SEM micrograph of a fabricated BIT (reproduced from [36]).
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the waveguide which makes the sidewall scattering lower.
In ridge waveguides, a large fraction of themode is beyond
the guiding layer boundaries which makes the ridge
waveguide preferred for evanescent field-based applica-
tions [1, 37]. The slot waveguides (Figure 2b) can be single-
mode and highly confined in a small dimensions which
cannot be achieved with other waveguide architectures.
The mode propagates in the low-index medium which
makes this configuration favorable for sensing [38].

It is important to note, that as a mode m propagates
along awaveguide, a portion of themode exists beyond the
waveguide’s physical dimensions and is named the
evanescent wave (or field). Evanescent wave is non-
propagating wave. Evanescent fields in waveguides can
be evaluated by the penetration depth (dp) of the field.
Penetration depth is the distance from the waveguide sur-
face, for which the intensity or power of the field decays to
1/e or about 37% of its surface value, defined as

dp � λ

2π
��������������
n22   sin

2(θi) − n21
√ (1)

where n2 and n1 are refractive index of waveguide core and
cladding respectively, θi is the incident angle to the normal
of the interface between the waveguide core and the
cladding. Evanescent field is a side effect of TIR and
mathematically described as the exponential solution of
the wave equation solved in Cartesian coordinates for
planar waveguides (or second kind of modified Bessel
functions for fibers, then the wave equation is solved in
Cylindrical coordinates) [26]. For the fundamental mode
(zero order mode m = 0), the V-number is very small
(h/λ≪ 1) and the guided wave travels close to the critical
angle (normalized effective index b≪ 1,
b � (N2 − n21)/(n2

2 − n21), N � β/k with propagation constant
β), then the effective index is close to that of the cladding.
In this case, the wave penetrates deeply into the cladding
(analyte or substrate) because the rays are near the critical
angle and the evanescent decay is slow. For higher order
modes, when the V-number V � kh

������
n2
2 − n21

√
increases, the

ray travels nearly parallel to the waveguide axis and the
effective refractive index would be close to the waveguide
core index n2. In this case, thewave in the cladding (analyte
or substrate) will decay very rapidly for evanescent waves
traveling at angles far above the critical angle.

The optical power splitter is an important component
in on-chip photonics. It divides the input power (or splits
polarization) into separate channels. One of the widely
used waveguide splitter configuration is the Y-branch
splitter, in which the guiding layer is separated into two
branches. PhCW [29], as shown in Figure 2c, can also serve

as a splitter. PhCW is reducing the dimensions of the
splitter by up to 106 times [29]. Another splitter configura-
tion is a compact 90° trench-based splitter [39] – the
waveguide is designed such that there is a perpendicular
branch attached to the waveguide, and a trench is etched
near the intersection, which creates a beam splitter. A
directional coupler can serve to split power [40]. However,
for splitting the light into more than two branches, the
multimode interference (MMI) effect can be utilized [41].
Due to the self-imaging effect in MMI waveguides, multiple
images along the propagation direction are created. By
choosing the proper structure length L, the input field can
be divided to up to 16 branches. Moreover, MMI splitters
have lower losses and shorter lengths compared to
Y-splitters [42], but they are wavelength-specific. Splitters
can also be designed to split polarization using hybrid
plasmonic waveguides [36], as shown in Figure 2f.

The directional coupler, shown in Figure 2e (left), is a
passive waveguide architecture that uses the evanescent
field in order to transfer power between two waveguides.
By tuning the distance between the waveguides, as well as
the coupling length, it is possible also to tune the amount
of power transferred between the waveguides. Either the
entirety of the power can be transferred, or half, or a frac-
tion, of the power, which makes it act as a power splitter.
An on-chip component based on the directional coupler
principles is the ring resonator. The ring resonator is a
structure composed of a waveguide and a ring, as shown in
Figure 2g. At the point where the ring and the waveguide
are closest to each other (evanescently couple), the ring
resonator acts like a directional coupler. The strong
wavelength selectivity of this device allows it to serve as a
narrow-band filter, used for a wide variety of applications,
such as a light source [43, 44], modulator [45–47] and
sensor [48, 49].

In on-chip photonics, there is also a need for
combining and separating signals of multiple wave-
lengths. For this purpose, the Bragg grating structures can
be used. Those structures have periodic pattern of effective
index changes that etched on the waveguide, as shown in
Figure 2h. These structures can be etched by UV laser and
intense femtosecond pulses illumining the bulk glass [50]
or fibers [51]. Since the Bragg grating is wavelength-
specific, the grating can be used to selectively accept and/
or filter out signals. It can act as amirror, creating a narrow
band laser [52]. In addition, due to the high sensitivity of
the grating to its environment, the Bragg grating can be
used in sensing applications, to detect changes in tem-
perature [53], strain [53], or refractive index [54, 55].

The integrated photonic chip also needs to communi-
cate with the outside world, in terms of input and output
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ports. For this, an important parameter to consider when
designing a waveguide is the coupling efficiency between
the waveguide and the input or output optical fiber. One of
the most popular coupling schemes is the butt-coupling
scheme. However, a single-mode fiber operating at the
telecommunication window has about 9 μm diameter core
which leads to the large mismatch between the fiber mode
shown in Figure 2b and a waveguide mode shown in
Figure 2a. The modal mismatch described mathematically
by the overlap integral between two modes, reduces the
coupling efficiency, introducing the losses. Hence,
improving the coupling efficiency is an essential topic in
the on-chip nanophotonics.

In order to improve the coupling efficiency, a Bragg
grating can be used [34], as shown in Figure 2i. For this, the
grating parameters needs to fit the incident beam, then the
waveguide is usually tapered (Figure 2i [right]), but this
coupling configuration is long. The grating can be
designed to focus the light, such that the overall configu-
ration will bemore compact [35], as shown in Figure 2j. The
Bragg grating coupler is a single-mode coupler that is
defined by the dimensions of the grating. Couplers based
on the Bragg grating arewavelength-specific and cannot be
used for the coupling from the broadband source. To
couple polychromatic light, the edge coupler one can use
the [36, 56]. For edge couplers, the waveguide dimensions
experience deformation along the propagation direction
dictated by vector k, as shown in Figure 2k. This method
solves the modal mismatch. Fiber-lenses can also be used
to efficiently focus the source into the waveguide facet.

2.2 Active components

As aforementioned, one of the major issues in on-chip
nanophotonics is the coupling of light to thewaveguide. To
overcome this problem, the source can be directly fabri-
cated on a chip. The coupling efficiency can be improved
by fabricating the laser on a chip, and a low pump pulse
energy can be used. In order to make a tunable narrow-
band laser on a chip, a ring resonator made of Si wire was
used [43, 44]. We note that for the broadband sources,
silicon cannot be used, as its small band-gap limits infrared
emission [57]. Silicon nitride, however, can be used for
broadband generation using supercontinuum generation
from visible to mid-infrared [57] such as supercontinuum
generation, as shown in Figure 3a, b, or octave-spanning
supercontinuum generation [61], and pulsed lasers on a
chip for efficient and local means for light control [62, 63].

Another important requirement of on-chip photonics is
optical modulation. Modulation is a change in one or more

properties of light such as frequency, amplitude or phase
by changing the refractive index of the medium. The main
method to change the refractive index is by applying field
on the material, creating an electro-optic effect [64]. This
effect is divided into two types; electro-refraction – a
change in the real part of complex refractive index and
electro-absorption – a change in the imaginary part of
complex refractive index. However, silicon, which is
commonmaterial for on-chip photonic devices, has a weak
electro-optic effect. Therefore, the more efficient effect of
modulation is by the plasma dispersion. This effect is weak
for electro-absorption modulation but can be used for
phase modulation that in turn can be changed to modulate
the intensity using Mach–Zehnder interferometers or ring
resonators. This improves the change in order of magni-
tude. Fewwaveguide-based configurations can be used for
modulation. AMach–Zehnder can be used as an amplitude
modulator by creating phase shift in one of its arms
(Figure 3c) [58, 65] and a ring-resonator which has a
compact footprint and a low drive-voltages [46, 66].

To detect an optical signal on a chip, detectors also
can be monolithically integrated on the same planar
platform. For this, the Schottky diode structure is widely
used. Such diode ismade ofmetal layer placed on a doped
semiconductor, creates a Schottky barrier. Detection oc-
curs when the carrier created by the absorption has
enough energy to pass this barrier. To implement the
detection concept on a chip, one can place a metal film on
doped silicon, which creates a Schottky diode-based de-
tector [59]. Using a gold strip as a metal layer, a low
Schottky barrier can be produced, which in turn improves
the quantum efficiency of the device [67]. Another mate-
rial widely used in on-chip detectors is germanium.
Germanium can achieve a higher absorption coefficient in
the near-infrared compared to silicon. Evanescently-
coupled germanium waveguide photodetectors on an
SOI platform can be used for photodetectors at the tele-
communication windows [60].

In recent years, graphene plays an important role in
tuning active devices in on-chip photonics to achieve novel
capabilities [69]. Graphene is a two-dimensional layer of
carbon in a hexagonal configurationwhich has high carrier
mobility [70, 71] and broadband absorption [72]. These
properties allow for the design of fast devices [73]. One of
the prominent utilization of graphene is the modulation of
light. By placing a layer of graphene on silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) waveguide (Figure 4a, b) and applying the
bias, one can change the properties of the graphene to
modulate the amplitude [68, 74]. In addition, by placing
graphene on a silicon nitride ring resonator (Figure 4c, d),
one can tune the spectral location of the resonance [45, 47].
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Graphene can be also used as a laser source on a chip,
allowing for the widest wavelength-tuning in Vertical-
external-cavity surface-emitting-lasers (VECSELs) [75].

3 Guided-wave devices for
emerging applications

Recently, guided wave devices on a chip find a use for
emerging applications such as overtone spectroscopy. The

ability to probe the molecular fundamental vibrations or
overtones (high harmonics) vibrations is fundamental to
modern healthcare monitoring techniques and sensing
technologies since it provides information about the mo-
lecular structure and dynamics. However, the absorption
cross-section of molecular vibration overtones is much
smaller compared to the absorption cross-section of
fundamental vibrations, and therefore their detection is
challenging. Nevertheless, recent works on waveguides
and microfibers show that molecular overtones can be

Figure 3: Key active components in on-chip nanophotonics. (a) SEM image (false color) of awaveguide facet and (b) Supercontinuumspectrum
generated in a 5.5mm long Si3N4 waveguide with h = 1 μm,w= 0.8 μm, and Ep = 590 pJ with photograph of the spectrum after being dispersed
by a diffraction grating (reproduced from [57]). (c) Schematic of the InGaAsP/Si MOS capacitor MZmodulator (top) and Measured spectrum of
an MZ modulator with 700-μm-long phase shifter as a function of applied voltage (bottom) (reproduced from [58]). (d) Surface-plasmon
Schottky contact detector based on a metal stripe buried in silicon (reproduced from [59]). (e) Cross-section SEM image of Ge waveguide
photodetector (reproduced from [60]).

Figure 4: Graphene based devices. (a) A
graphene-based waveguide-integrated
optical modulator. (b) Top-view optical mi-
croscope image of the waveguide ((a) and
(b) are reproduced from [68]). (c) Schematic
of the modulator consisting of a graphene/
graphene capacitor integrated along a ring
resonator. (d) Cross-section of the device.
Two layers of graphene separated by 65 nm
interlayer Al2O3 dielectric form a parallel-
plate capacitor. ((c) and (d) are reproduced
from [45]).
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probed with on-chip nanophotonic devices [1, 41, 76–80]
which we overview in the section below.

3.1 Overtone spectroscopy on a chip

Spectroscopy focuses on the interaction between the ra-
diation and matter [81] and can be used for remote and on-
site detection. The matter–radiation interaction changes
the energy of the molecule, resulting in absorption or
emission bands in the transmission spectrum. A molecule
can have five types of energy: translational, rotational,
vibrational, electronic, and spin. Those energies occur in
different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. For
example, when illuminated with infrared (IR) radiation,
the atoms in the molecule start to vibrate. Each atomic
bond vibrates in different modes, resulting in different
absorption bands for different atomic bonds that give in-
formation about the molecular structure.

IR spectroscopy, also named vibration spectroscopy, is
an important analytical technique because it can provide
information on a molecule in different states of matter:
liquid, solid, or gas. IR spectroscopy can bemainly divided
into two spectral regions: mid-infrared (mid-IR) and near-
infrared (near-IR). The mid-IR ranges from 2.5 to 25 μm and
the near-IR ranges from0.8 to 2.5 μm [82]. In themid-IR, the
fundamental vibration can be excited, resulting in well-
defined absorption lines. The overtone (high harmonic)
vibrations are excited in the near-IR due to the higher en-
ergy that is needed to cause the overtone transitions.
Detection in each spectral range has its drawbacks and
advantages. For example, near-IR can be used for appli-
cations with water as a solvent due to low absorption of
H2O molecules in near-IR, whereas mid-IR can be used for
organic functional groups due to the well-defined absorp-
tion bands in mid-IR.

There are two methods for light–matter spectroscopy
in the infrared region: direct interaction (plane wave) and
evanescent field interaction.

The most common method for spectroscopy is a direct
interaction between the radiation and the analyte. The
plane wave interacts with the sample and the transmitted
light is collected by the detector. Conventional infrared
spectrometers are based on the direct interaction and use
Michelson interferometer for changing the wavelength
range of the incident beam. These spectrometers use a
Fourier transform (FT) technique. FT algorithm is needed
for converting the output power, which is a function of
mirror displacement to a function of wavelengths. An FTIR
spectrometer exhibits high resolution and can be used for a
variety of applications. However, a Fourier transform-

based spectrometer is too large for a chip-scale sensor and
cannot be used for real-time monitoring. Furthermore, an
FTIR spectrometer collects the entire signal and then con-
verts it to power as a function of wavelength. As a result,
when a noise occurs in some regions, it added to the entire
spectrum. Therefore, for an FTIR spectrometer, noise in a
certain region affects the entire spectrum.

To overcome these drawbacks, optical dispersion can
be used instead of the Fourier transform-based technique.
In a dispersive spectrometer, the spectrum is separated
optically, using components such as a prism and a slit, and
not by analytical calculations. As a result, a dispersive
spectrometer does not affect the spectrum with unnec-
essary noise.

Optical guidedwave structures, on the other hand, can
be used for remote and on-site chip-scale detection [1].
They allow for chip-scale dimensions and require no ad-
justments of optical ormechanical components as required
in the FTIR spectrometer [83]. Guided-wave optical
structures are made of a substrate, guiding layer, and
superstrate. As we mentioned above, the light propagates
in the guiding layer n2 due to total internal reflection.
The guiding layer needs to have a higher refractive index
than the surrounding n2 to allow the waveguide condi-
tion, n2 > n1, for instance as in on-chip direct interaction
sensor [84]. A nanofluidic slot waveguide was utilized for
mid-IR spectroscopy. In a slot waveguide, the electro-
magnetic field is guided by the lower index guiding layer
[85]. Therefore, it allows using the analyte as the guiding
layer. The slot waveguide scheme enhances the sensi-
tivity and allows to detect common chemicals such as
isopropanol.

Another spectroscopic method is based on the
evanescent field detection. Along the propagation, in a
guided wave structure, a fraction of the field can penetrate
beyond the guiding layer and exponentially decays in the
direction perpendicular to the propagation direction – k

→
,

which is called the evanescent field. Guided wave struc-
tures can be used for an evanescent field sensor, which is
also named attenuated total reflection (ATR) sensor. The
sensingmechanism is based on the interaction between the
evanescent field and the analyte. A big advantage of ATR
spectroscopy is that it requires little or no sample prepa-
ration. In addition, ATR is good for highly absorptive
samples [86] due to the small penetration depth of the
evanescent field.

Ring-resonator architecture, which is an example of
an evanescent field sensor [32], shows enhanced sensi-
tivity due to the heavy influence of the resonator envi-
ronment. It can sense temperature, refractive index, and
even strain. The resolution of the sensor is defined by the
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wavelength distance between two resonances (FSR – free
spectral range). Previous work [48] demonstrated the
ability to identify the spectra of N-methylaniline (NMA)
from 1.46 to 1.6 μm with a resolution of 1 nm using a
microring resonator. However, it cannot provide broad-
band sensing [48] due to limitations of the FSR-based
method.

There is another group of sensors named re-
fractometers (Figure 6a from [3]). Refractometers are sen-
sors that detect changes in the refractive index of the
analyte as shown in Figure 6c [3, 87, 88]. Refractometers
can achieve high sensitivity for a refractive index change
with a resolution of 5.4 × 10−5 [87]. However, refractometers
lack specificity, namely the ability to identify analytes or

biological samples with similar (or the same) refractive
index.

In 2016, optical glasswaveguideswere shown their use
for the first time, for the detection of overtone transitions in
near-infrared. In their experimental work, authors [76] re-
ported on the giant enhancement of the absorption of light
in solutions of organic molecules due to the switch from
ballistic to diffusive propagation of light through a channel
silicate glass waveguide. The authors observed enhance-
ment in diffusion regime as high as factor 300 in N-meth-
ylaniline and by a factor of 80 in Aniline compared to the
expected values in the case of ballistic propagation of light
in a waveguide. Figure 5a shows a photograph of the
waveguide with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) liquid

Figure 5: Overtone spectroscopy using guidedwave structures. (a) Experimental apparatus and recorded spectra of NMAmolecules adsorbed
on the waveguide. (b) Responses from benzene molecules with different substituents demonstrating the influence of hydrogen bonding ((a)
and (b) are reproduced from [76]). (c) Experimental apparatus (top) and sculptured microfiber architecture (bottom) and (d) the experimental
results on the microfiber and the chemical structure of NMA (reproduced from [77]). (e) Schematic of Si nanostrip rib on-chip sensor,
(f) evolution of the interfered guided modes in the interaction length with the analyte and (g) Measured spectrum from Si nanostrip rib
waveguide embedded in NMA molecules, aniline and different mixture ratios of N-methylaniline in hexane (reproduced from [78]). (h)
Schematic of the dielectric rib waveguide with cluster of inclusions of cylindrical shape, (i) SEM image of the fabricated inclusions on the rib
waveguide and (j) Measured transmittance spectra with on reference waveguide (red curve) and on waveguide with inclusions (blue curve)
((h)–(j) are reproduced from [41]).
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reservoir with input/output fibers guiding green and red
laser lights for demonstration of potential multi-array
detection. Figure 5a shows the time evolution of the rele-
vant transmittance spectra. The effective concentration of
NMA in the vicinity of thewaveguide surface increaseswith
time and eventually achieves the maximum loss of
about −18 dB (Figure 5a) which corresponds to the loss
measured for the pure NMA sample in a cuvette. The polar
N–H bond in NMA can align with the polar surface, and the
non-polar benzene ring aligns with the solvent, relieving
the surface tension (Figure 5b [left]). Contact angle mea-
surements are shown in Figure 5b (right) confirm the
waveguide surface modification due to adsorption.

Following this discovery, later in 2018, Karabchevsky
et al. reported on an unexpected enhancement of the ab-
sorption of near-infrared light by aromatic amine over-
tones on photonic microfibers sculptured with gold
nanoparticles [77]. The experimental setup for this work

and a schematic representation of the microfiber sculp-
tured with gold nanoparticles are shown in Figure 5c. On a
bare microfiber that had not been sculptured by gold
nanoparticles there was no molecular signatures observed
(upper spectrum in Figure 5d) in contrast to the spectra
obtained on the microfibers sculptured with gold nano-
particles (lower part of Figure 5d). In addition, waveguides
inmicrofiber configurationwere used tomonitor the cancer
treatment efficiency in real-time [79].

In the same year, Katiyi and Karabchevsky reported on
a new chip-scale nanophotonic device that utilizes near-IR
absorption bymolecular overtones vibrations for label-free
chemical sensing on silicon waveguides [78]. The authors
designed amultimode silicon nanostrip waveguide in such
a way that launching the high-order modes improves the
sensitivity of the chip-scale device for broadband detec-
tion. Such a sensor is shown in Figure 5e and has di-
mensions of 5 mm (L) × 5 mm (W) × 1 mm (D) and supports

Figure 6: Surface plasmon-based waveguide sensors. (a) 3D schematic of composite plasmonic waveguide. (b) Cross-sections of the
y-component of the electric field magnitude for the structure: a purely dielectric mode (DM) in a dielectric waveguide and in a gold coated
region for hybrid dielectric mode (HDM), SPP-s and SPP-a. (c) The superstrate indices, n3 which yield the minimum in transmittance and the
maximum in integrated surface intensity ((a)–(c) are reproduced from [3]). (d) Schematic representation of the multilayered stack of the
photonic crystal (PC) nanostructure sensor. (e) PC structure scheme and the electromagnetic field distribution of the mode inside the PC
structure and NMA analyte ((d) and (e) are reproduced from [89]). (f) Schematics of systems with gold nanorods (left) studied in numerical
simulations and nanoellipsoids (right) used in the analytical model. (g) Extinction cross-sections of gold nanoellipsoids with NMA shells of
different thicknesses (top). The semi-major axis of the gold core is L= 55.9 nm (bottom). The semi-major axis of the gold core is L= 68.1 nm ((f)
and (g) are reproduced from [80]).
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nine guided modes. Due to the large evanescent field and
increased interaction with the analyte, high order modes
contribute to the sensitivity of the sensor. It demonstrates
the ability to detect and study the absorption of different
mixtures ratio of NMA:Hexane using a silicon rib wave-
guide and differences in the transmission of N-methylani-
line and Aniline as shown in Figure 5g. Next, the authors
investigated the influence of an inclusion cluster on Talbot
effect [41]. For this, an on-chipmultimode silicon nanostrip
waveguide with an inclusion cluster was fabricated and
tested (see Figure 5h). The inclusion of cylindrical shape
with the diameter comparable to the wavelength is shown
in Figure 5i. It was found that due to the scattered field
caused by the deflected Talbot effect, the absorption line of
N–H bond ofN-methylaniline around 1.5 μmwas identified
(see Figure 5j).

Waveguides are also widely used as on-chip sensors
refractometers. The detailed analysis of the excitation and
propagation of modes in channel photonic waveguides
overlaid with a short section of plasmonic overlayer made
of gold was reported in Ref. [3] (the configuration is shown
in Figure 6a). These have then been used to illustrate the
behavior of the complex expansion coefficients into and
out of the metal coated region, which are discussed in
terms of power conservation. Using this approach, the
transmittance of such a channel waveguide SPR refrac-
tometer is calculated as a function of the refractive index of
the superstrate. Figure 6b shows cross-sections of the
dominant y-component of the electric field magnitude
supported by the dielectric waveguide and composite
plasmonic waveguide. The surface intensity integrated
across the full width of the waveguide and along the length
from z = 0 to z = 200 mm for varying superstrate index is
shown in Figure 6c, yielding the highest integrated surface
intensity at n3 = 1.363 which corresponds to the highest
excitation (expansion coefficient) of the hybrid dielectric
mode. This theoretical study enables clear understanding
of the complex behavior of modes in composite dielectric-
plasmonic waveguides and design of optimized sensitive
miniature devices for refractometry, evanescent vibra-
tional spectroscopy and plasmonic devices for all-optical
processing, harnessing the advantages of both dielectric
and plasmonic waveguides. The model developed is gen-
eral and can be used to design and optimize composite
waveguides with more complex overlayer structures.
Additional waveguide designs have been implemented
[90] with the goal of increasing the surface plasmon
polariton distance, including the use of nanojets [91].

Recently, Borovkova et al. proposed high-Q magneto-
photonic structures for a supersensitive detection of weak
absorption resonances in the near-IR [89]. The utilization of

all-dielectricmagnetophotonic structures for sensing of the
imaginary part of the permittivity having very weak reso-
nances in the near-IR was investigated. The authors
analyzed the contributions of both magnetic and
nonmagnetic photonic crystal (PC) configurations for the
detection of weak molecular transitions overtones. The
designed PC structures are shown in Figure 6d which
supports the excitation of the long-range propagating
quasi-surface electromagnetic modes. The excited mode
represents a guiding mode localized in the terminating
layer of the PC structure due to the PC bandgap (BG) on the
one side and total internal reflection on the other. In order
to excite the quasi-surface electromagnetic mode at the
PC–analyte interface, the authors designed the PC-based
structure, shown in Figure 6e. By exciting the quasi-surface
modes, well known for their extreme sensitivity to the
materials’ properties, the weak absorption peaks corre-
sponding to the higher harmonics (molecular overtones) of
the N–H vibrational transitions can be efficiently detected.

The mechanism of local field enhancement in molec-
ular overtones was explored for the first time by Dadadz-
hanov et al. [80]. Authors theoretically explore yet unclear
possibilities to enhance absorption by molecular overtone
transitions in the near-field of plasmonic nanoantennas
such as gold nanorods (GNRs) due to the combination of
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and lightning
rod effect. The contribution of gold nanorods parameters,
shown in Figure 6f, on the effect of surface-enhanced near-
IR absorption (SENIRA) by molecular overtones. It is
interesting to note, that the differential extinction provides
the SENIRA with two orders of magnitude enhancement.

4 On-chip quantum nanophotonics

In order to explore quantum phenomenon, there is a need
to generate, manipulate, and detect a single photon. Pho-
tons are an excellent low-noise carrier of quantum infor-
mation, due to their weak coupling with the environment,
leading to their immunity from the decoherence issues of
matter-based systems. Investigations of quantum science
led to results such as tests of entanglement, generation of
squeezed light, and demonstrations of quantum telepor-
tation [92]. Bringing this to the real world would be ad-
vantageous for tasks in communication, computation, and
simulation. However, highly complex manufacturing of
quantum technology, with large component counts is a
challenge. Given the combination of single photons is
quantum information carriers and chip-scale fabrication
techniques. On-chip quantum photonics is an attractive
platform for quantum technologies.
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4.1 Material platforms and devices in on-
chip quantum photonics

With the first on-chip photonic quantum logic gate
demonstrated in 2008 [93], on-chip quantum photonics is
still relatively new. In spite of its immaturity, on-chip
quantum photonics uses common tools from the CMOS
industry. Quantum information processing using hun-
dreds or thousands of photons will require technologies
and scaling functionalities that can only be provided
by the on-chip photonics. A range of on-chip photonic
platforms have been developed, including single-photon
sources (SPSs), linear-optic quantum circuits, and inte-
grated single-photon detectors (SPDs), with applications
toward the chip-scale quantum communications, quan-
tum computing and information processing, Boson
sampling, and quantum simulation of chemical and
physical systems.

4.1.1 Single photon sources

On-chip generation of a large number of identical single
photons is required in order to use the full capabilities of
on-chip quantum photonics. Using the spontaneous four-
wave mixing or the spontaneous parametric down-
conversion process, photon pairs can be generated from
nonlinear waveguides. Single photon sources have been

demonstrated in waveguides composed of χ 3 materials
[98–100] and χ 2 materials [101, 102]. A feature of on-chip
parametric sources is that they can be made into highly
identical arrays without sacrificing controllability; how-
ever, photon production is non-deterministic, which canbe
improved by using multiplexing. For deterministic single
photon generation, quantum dots in PC waveguides allow
preferential emission into the waveguide [103]. Creating
multiple single photon sources from quantum dots is a
challenge due to the difficulty in uniformity between the
dots, and inhomogeneous broadening. However, embed-
ding quantum dots into nanowires [94], as can be seen in
Figure 7a, has shown a source efficiency of 0.72. Actively
de-multiplexing the single photons into different spatial
modes is a solution [104], which produces multiple pho-
tons at a reduced rate. Single-photon source based on a
single neutral nitrogen-vacancy center in a diamond diode
structure [95] was reported and is shown in Figure 7b.

4.1.2 Single photon detectors

To read out the quantum information, on-chip detection of
single photons is also required. Technologies such as
avalanche photodiodes, superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors, and transition edge sensors are used for
single photon-detection. Transition-edge sensors utilize
the evanescent field of the waveguide’s guided mode and

Figure 7: On-chip quantumphotonics. (a) Single-photon source geometry. An InAsQD (red triangle) is embedded in aGaAs photonic nanowire
and SEM image of a typical device (reproduced from [94]). (b) Schematic diagram of the single-photon-emitting diode of diamond (reproduced
from [95]). (c) Optical microscope image of a nanophotonic circuit with on-chip SNSPD device. Inset: SEMmicrograph of the detector area with
metal alignment mark and zoomed waveguide region with NbN nanowire atop (reproduced from [96]). (d) Assembly of high-system-efficiency
PIC with on-chip detectors via membrane transfer. (e) (left) SEM of suspended SiNxmembrane with detector on top (middle). The detector was
removed from the carrier chip using a tungstenmicroprobe containing a drop of hardened PDMS near the tip (right). Optical micrograph of an
SNSPD integrated with a silicon waveguide ((d) and (e) are reproduced from [97]).
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potentially allows extended interaction regions [105], but
they are plagued by very slow response times and require
cooling [106]. Detectors based on superconducting nano-
wires, such as the one shown in Figure 7c–e, similarly
operate at cryogenic temperatures only. Recentwaveguide-
coupled Ge-on-Si avalanche photodiodes showed that
single photon detection in room temperature conditions
was possible [107]; a similar Ge-on-Si photodiode with a
different design showed a detection efficiency of 38% at
125 K [108].

4.2 Applications of quantum chip-scale
devices

Communication is one of the important applications in
everyday life, consequently, the search for important and
sensitive information protection never ends. However,
the communication is whereas cryptography provides
numerous methods to ensure that communications are
secure against eavesdropping attacks and impersonating
a hostile factor and exposing encrypted content. By
sharing encrypted keys between the transmitter and
receiver based on the law of quantum mechanics, one
can achieve security which is inaccessible by classical
communications.

4.2.1 Quantum cryptography

The common, well-known and developed application of
quantum cryptography is the quantum key distribution
(QKD), which describes the use of quantum mechanical
effects to perform cryptographic tasks or to break crypto-
graphic systems. Utilizing the advantages of on-chip pho-
tonics allows the ability to realize QKD transmitters and
receivers which is a more robust, miniaturized and low-
cost platform.

4.3 Computing with cold atoms and
waveguides

On-chip nanophotonics plays a major role also in infor-
mation distribution, while the degree of optical function-
ality integrated in information processing systems remains
extremely limited, and they have yet to fully benefit from
fundamental and technological achievements in recent
decades. Control of light-cold atoms interaction on wave-
guides and all-optical logics with waveguides are build-
ing blocks toward realization of information processing
on optical chip. The combination of both creates a type of

on-chip device with the best of both worlds: on one hand,
the long coherence times of isolated cold atoms and on the
other hand accuracy, density, miniaturization and inte-
gration of optical logic elements. In addition, control of
light-cold atoms interactions on optical chip are at the
forefront of quantum physics, and pose challenges to our
understanding of quantum phenomena such as: quantum
interference [109] probing of Johnson (thermally-induced)
noise [110–112], electron transport [113], the testing of the
Casimir–Polder potential near surfaces [111, 114, 115],
quantum reflection from surfaces [116], investigations of
degenerate Bose gases in low dimensions [117–119], sta-
tistical many-body features such as thermalization [120–
122], entanglement [123–125] and squeezing [126] effects in
an interacting Bose gas, to list a few; and for technological
advances in, quantum metrology, entanglement, non-
destructive detection, quantum communications [127] and
more. Photonic waveguide architecture allows unprece-
dented control of photons in the quantum regime.

To date, the experimental platforms in which wave-
guides has been demonstrated mainly include ultracold
atoms, trapped ions and photonic networks. Ultracold
atoms and ions have so far achieved the most success in
this field, including measurement of the dynamics and
equation-of-state for Bose and Fermi gases, with controlled
interaction strengths and reduced dimensions, studies of
Bose and Fermi Hubbard models of atoms loaded into
optical lattices such as the Mott-insulator transition [128]
and the ‘Higgs’ amplitude mode [129]. In addition, the
implementation of artificial magnetic fields through the
coupling of internal and external degrees of freedom of the
atoms with Raman beams to simulate spin–orbit coupling
[130] and the spin-Hall effect in atomic gases [131] was
presented. Complexwaveguide based devices fabricated in
material systems such as InP, GaAs, silicon, and silica have
been used to develop commercial components for trans-
mitting, routing, and detecting high-speed optical signals
for data communication systems. Waveguides platform
have also been employed in single-photon quantum key
distribution (QKD) systems for use as time-bin entangle-
ment circuits [132, 133]. Despite demonstrations such as
quantum interference on a waveguide [109], it is essential
that high visibility non-classical interference can be
routinely achieved in waveguide circuits for on-chip
quantum photonics to be a viable. This was first demon-
strated by Politi et al. [93]. Despite the many promising
advantages, the integration of optical waveguides struc-
tures for atom trapping, on a robust platform, togetherwith
additional elements for atomic state manipulation and
detection remains a great challenge.
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4.4 PT -symmetric waveguides

A number of intriguing properties in photonics are related
to the non-Hermitian Hamiltonians possessing parity-
time (PT ) symmetry that is the symmetry with respect to
the simultaneous coordinate and time reversal [134].
Recently, it has been also studied in guided-wave optics.
A possibility of the experimental investigation of the
PT -symmetric structures certainly heats up the interest to
this subject in optics [135–138] in order to apply these
systems for sensing [139, 140], lasing, and coherent per-
fect absorption (anti-lasing) [141, 142].

It was Purcell who revealed that a spontaneous emis-
sion rate is not an intrinsic property of the emitter, but is
proportional to the local density of modes (density of
photonic states) in the vicinity of the transition frequency
[143]. In other words, the spontaneous emission rate is
determined by an environment. Phenomenon of the
spontaneous emission enhancement owing to the influ-
ence of the environment is known now as the Purcell effect.
The enhancement is defined as a ratio of the spontaneous
emission rate in the system under consideration to that in
the free space [144]. With the development of nanotech-
nology, nanophotonics opens up new avenues for engi-
neering spontaneous emission of quantum emitters in
specific surrounding media [145–150] including non-
Hermitian media. Investigation of the spontaneous emis-
sion of the dipole emitter inside a PT -symmetric planar
cavity has been recently performed by Akbarzadeh et al. in
Ref. [151]. The authors have found suppression of the
spontaneous relaxation rate of a two-level atom below the
vacuum level. A general theory of the spontaneous emis-
sion at the exceptional points of non-Hermitian systems
was developed in Ref. [152] and revealed finite enhance-
ment factors.

A number of methods including numerical techniques
[153] have been developed for calculation of the Purcell
factor of dipole and quadrupole emitters in various envi-
ronments. The most general one is based on calculation of

Green’s dyadics Ĝ(r,  r0). Since the photonic local density
of states is proportional to the imaginary part of the dyadic

ImĜ(r0, r0) [154], the purely quantum phenomenon of
spontaneous emission can be reduced to the problem of
classical electrodynamics. The Purcell factor Fp = P/P0 can
be written in terms of the powers P and P0 emitted by a
source in an environment and in the free space, respec-
tively. This approach is widely adopted and can be
exploited, e.g., for description of the spontaneous relaxa-
tion of molecules in absorbing planar cavities [155],

explanation of the surface-enhanced Raman scattering
[156], finding anomalous Purcell factor scaling in hyper-
bolic metamaterials [157], etc.

The Purcell factor can be calculated separately for each
of the discrete scattering channels. Due to the highly
demanding field of photonic integrated circuitry (PIC) of-
fering chip-scale miniaturization of actual devices and
transformation of academy governed knowledge to the
industry, recently the research has been accelerated to-
ward utilization of important optical phenomena in on-
chip photonic devices. For instance, just a couple of years
ago, the modal Purcell factor for the basic element of PIC
planar waveguide was introduced within the scattering
matrix formalism [158]. A year after, another approach
based on application of the reciprocity theorem was
developed and successfully exploited in a ring resonator
configuration [159].

5 Manipulation of light on a chip
with metasurfaces

Metasurfaces (man-made surfaces) control the electro-
magnetic fields and can achieve functionalities not avail-
ablewith naturalmaterials. Metasurfaces allow controlling
the phase, the amplitude and the polarization by sub-
wavelength dimensions. They made of subwavelength
structures such as nanorods and nanoholes (scatterers).
For instance, by creating negative relative permittivity and
permeability values, effect of negative refraction occurs.
Metamaterials can be used for phase compensation me-
diumwhen combining double negative media and positive
indexed materials are combined. A negative refractive in-
dex equal to −1 allows creating superlens which breaks the
limitation of a square of wavelength focusing by guided-
wave optics [160]. In addition, metasurfaces allow creating
near-zero refractive index in which one or more parame-
ters, such as relative permittivity or relative permeability,
are near-zero [22] and to enhancing the nonlinear refractive
index [161].

One of the interesting implementations of meta-
materials is an invisibility cloaking effect. Galutin et al.
showed that the invisibility cloaking effect can be
demonstrated with waveguides when the metasurface
overlayer affects the scattering fields of an object located
on the cloak so they do not interact with the evanescent
field, resulting in an object’s invisibility [6]. The modal
distribution and surface intensity in a channel photonic
waveguide with a cloaking metasurface overlayer
was studied for which the composite plasmonic
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waveguide structure is shown in Figure 8a. The plasmonic
metasurface is placed on the composite plasmonic wave-
guide with the nano-spacer. High dielectric nano-spacer
made of Si has contributed to the light confinement in the
vicinity with the metasurface boundary and facilitated the
coupling to the hybrid plasmonic modes. The light
manipulation is realized due to the engineered effective
permittivity which in turn avoids the scattering effect.
Figure 8b shows the transformed grids and refractive index
of the evanescent field waveguide cloak. Figure 8c shows
the surface intensities of waveguide evanescent field cloak
on a chip with (up). Referencewaveguide and (down) with-
cloak and the cylindrical object.

Metasurfaces engraved on a waveguide can be utilized
to exhibit mode conversion effects. Mode conversion can
be realized with dielectric metasurfaces engraved in the
silicon waveguide as reported by Greenberg and Kar-
abchevsky [25]. In order to efficiently couple between the
mth andnthmodes in awaveguide, an effectivewavevector
keff must be provided by the metasurface to overcome the
propagation constant mismatch. The proposed by authors
SOI waveguide strip waveguide with a periodic index

perturbation along the propagation direction is shown in
Figure 8d. Figure 8e shows calculated results of TE0–TE1
(Ey component) mode conversion device: input and output
mode profiles, refractive index profile required for con-
version, and mode evolution along the propagation direc-
tion. The conversion efficiencies of 95.4% between the
TE0–TE1 modes over 8.91 μm interaction distance and
96.4% between the TE0–TE2 over 6.32 μm were obtained.
The resulting coupling coefficient changes as a function of
the interaction distance in a sinusoidal manner, which is
crucial for constructive energy transfer from one mode to
another.

5.1 On-chip optical vortex

An ever-growing demand for compact integration gives
rise to integrated photonic devices on different material
platforms for emerging applications among them an on-
chip biosensors, on-chip quantum technologies and
recently even the on-chip optical vortex based detectors in
plasmonic materials [162].

Figure 8: On-chip nanophotonic devices for emerging applications: (a) Schematics of the composite plasmonic waveguide structure and
materials to study the invisibility cloaking scheme. (b) Transformed grids and refractive index of the evanescent field waveguide cloak.
(c) Surface intensities of waveguide evanescent field cloak on a chip with (up) Reference waveguide with cylindrical object placed on top and
(down) with cloak a cylindrical object. ((a) and (c) are reproduced from [6]). (d) Schematic configuration of the proposed mode converter
composed from the profiled refractive index as tilted periodic slits. (e) Calculated results of TE0–TE1 (Ey component) mode conversion device:
input and output mode profiles, refractive index profile required for conversion, andmode evolution along the propagation direction. ((d) and
(e) are reproduced from [25]). (f) Illustration of the ridgewaveguide, bi-chromatic incident light, and the silicon nano-antenna (not to scale). (g)
Potential isosurface at the zero-point energy for the toroid nano-antenna and the nano-antenna shape and dimensions (all units in nm). (h)
Potential dependence on z where x = y = 0 ((f)–(h) are reproduced from [37]).
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An optical vortex is a beam of light that propagates in
a way that the phase experiences phenomenological
singularity and the wavefront has a topological structure
with topological charge due to the helicoidal spatial
wavefront around this phase singularity. Such a topologi-
cal structure can be found inmany disciplines among them
in optics acoustics, and others. To understand the influ-
ence of the singularity, one has to explore the phase, po-
larization, and amplitude of the incident beam. While
exploring these properties of the special beam, one may
discover that both the polarization and the amplitude
vanish and the phase cannot be determined. These insights
were published as a new concept in wave theory back in
1974. In their theoretical work, Nye and Berry reported on
observation of so-called dislocations [163].

First on-chip silicon-integrated optical vortex emitter
was reported in Science [164]. Having emitter and detector
monolithically integrated on the same chip would be an
essential step in on-chip optical vortex-based photonic
devices. In their experimental work, Feng and coworkers
developed a novel on-chip optical detector which allows to
fully characterize the polarization and phase singularity
based on plasmonic Spin-Hall nano-grating. Their method
of detection is different from other state-of-the-art systems
because it allows for the detection of singularities
simultaneously. Interestingly, the detector developed by
Feng and coworkers does not require complicated align-
ment. It is based on an asymmetric metallic array, in which
the top and bottom part of the array has different grating
constant. The specific surface topology dictates an angle in
which excited surface plasmon polariton (SPP) will propa-
gate. The asymmetry allows differentiating the sign of the
topological charge (phase) while the Spin-Hall slits are
sensitive to the spin of the incoming beam. The so-called
Spin-Hall slits are composed of nanoslits oriented at π/2.
Such orientation of the nanoslits gives rise to the chiral
response of the detector. If the slits are reversed, the
inverted chiral response takes place. This special design
allows the authors to distinguish between the left-circularly
polarized (LCP) beam or right-circularly polarized (RCP)
beam. Simply put, a beam incident on the detector would
excite an SPP which travels at an angle θ to one of the four
quadrants, see Figure 1 in ref. [162]. The quadrant in which
the SPP propagates determines the polarization (RCP/LCP)
of thebeamand the signof the topological charge. The angle
θ dictates themagnitude of the topological charge. The great
advantage of such devices is their ultra-compact size and
extremely simple operation [164, 165], which make them
easy to integrate with other on-chip components, such as
modulators and lasers, to form photonic integrated circuits,
enabling large-scale integrated photonic applications.

The next milestone to achieve in on-chip optical vor-
tex-based devices would be to demonstrate the operation
by eliminating inevitable Ohmic losses of plasmonic ma-
terials and exploring other surface waves such as Bloch
waves which in turn can propagate on lossless dielectric
materials [1, 23, 37, 166–169]. One can expect significant
advances in integrated photonics in the coming years in the
direction of optical vortex-based on-chip novel devices.

6 Global trends and future
challenges

A key advantage of on-chip nanophotonics is its ability to
facilitate theminiaturizationwhile studying the interaction
of light withmatter on a chip but at the scale where optical,
electronic, structural, thermal and mechanical properties
are deeply interdependent. The far-reaching goal of on-
chip nanophotonics is to control light fast within only a few
oscillation cycles of the light wave, in a miniature device
containing only a few layers of atoms using signals carried
by only a few photons for emerging applications ranging
from quantum technology to biosensors of dangerous vi-
ruses with ultra-high sensitivity. By translating technolo-
gies implemented in electronics to photonics, certain
subfields of nanophotonics can potentially be imple-
mented on-chip, such as topological photonic systems
[170], programmable multifunctional nanophotonics [171].
Integrating acousto-optic interactions resulting from
stimulated Brillouin scattering has also been explored
[172]. Alternatives to conventional and affordable silicon
material platform have also been proposed as amethod for
creating and/or complementing photonic integrated cir-
cuits, including InP [173], van der Waals materials [174],
photonic crystals [175], and graphene [176].

Prominent developments in on-chip nanophotonics
shape global trends and future challenges in the field. In
the following subsection, we list some of them.

6.1 Evanescent trap with photonic
waveguides

According to recent atomic trap studies, tailored light po-
tentials for atom trapping by evanescent fields from nano-
fabricated photonic waveguides have the prospect of
becoming a central building block in quantum technology
devices that are based on ultra-cold atoms. Optical lattices
and atom trapping by evanescent fields have already been
realized above the glass surface [177], in optical fibers [178],
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and in nanowaveguides [179]. However, dense (few tens
nanometer between each site) optical lattice with atoms
evanescently trapped with nanoscale distance from the
waveguide surface of about 50 nm has never been ach-
ieved. From the practical point of view, this will allow for
intense atom–atom and photon–atom interactions. The
waveguides can be integrated on the same chip with other
optical elements such as light cavities for atom detection
[180], atom manipulation [181], single photon operations
[182] and more.

Beside the above-mentioned practical advantages, in-
tegrated waveguides have inherent properties which
cannot be realized by other atom trapping schemes. For
example, compared to atom trapping in optical lattices [128,
183] the separation between adjacent traps can be on sub-
wavelength scales and curved structures can be designed.
In comparison to the common atomchip technology which
is based on magnetic trapping and guiding by current car-
rying wires, the atoms are trapped by evanescent homo-
geneous light fields. This avoids the harmful effects such as
fragmentation [184, 185] or reduced lifetimedue to technical
noise from the current source. The atoms can be brought
closer to the chip surface without suffering from Johnson
noise generated by the metallic surface [186] and more. A
nanowaveguide platform made of Silicon nitride (Si3N4)
core for collective cold atom–light interaction through
evanescent field coupling has been proposed using mirrors
[179]. This system, using bi-chromatic evanescent field
atom traps, proposes to secure atoms at a minimal distance
of 150 nm above the waveguide. A similar system has been
proposed [37], as shown in Figure 8f, to use a silicon nitride
ridgewaveguidewith a nano-antenna on top (Figure 8g), in
order to trap atoms using an all-dielectric device. For the
toroidal nano-antenna, it was shown that the atoms can be
trapped at a distance of roughly 70 nm from the surface
(Figure 8h).

6.2 Energy-conserving optical elements

One of the greatest challenges in information processing
and computing is to reduce the energy consumption not
only for the sake of reducing the tremendous amount of
electric power used by the computer-based industry, such
as Google, Amazon, or Facebook, but also to enable
computing devices to operate at a higher frequency
without melting as a result of the extra heat. For instance,
the cooling all of the world’s data centers accounts for 1.5%
of total global electricity. It was predicted theoretically that
reversible gatesmaypreserve energy togetherwith the data
and that reversible devices that may be built entirely with

energy-conserving elements [187]. This formalism utilizes
linear and nonlinear unitary transformations in relation to
conserving optical elements such as optical waveguide
based directional couplers.

7 Conclusion

This review showed the rapidly growing on-chip nano-
photonics field, including current novel technologies
and devices, the challenges and future plans for the
research direction in the field. The history of passive
optical waveguides and their progress as actual devices
such as filters, modulators, detectors, switches, and
light sources on a chip, have been reviewed in detail.
The far-reaching goal of on-chip nanophotonics is to
perform complex tasks within a single chip such as
computing, energy conversion, biomedical sensing, and
cryptography.
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